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Abstract

This paper presents in-situ time-resolved drug mass fraction measurements in pres-
surised metered dose inhaler (PMDI) sprays, using a novel combination of synchrotron
X-ray fluorescence and scattering. Equivalent suspension and solution formulations
of ipratropium bromide in HFA-134a propellant were considered. Measurements were
made both inside the expansion chamber behind the nozzle orifice, and in the first
few millimeters of the spray where droplet and particle formation occur. We observed
a consistent spike in drug mass fraction at the beginning of the spray when the first
fluid exits the nozzle orifice. Approximately 20% of the total delivered dose exits
the nozzle in the first 0.1 s of the spray. The drug mass fraction in the droplets
immediately upon exiting the nozzle peaked at approximately 50% of the canister
mass fraction, asymptoting to approximately 20% of the canister concentration. The
effect is due to a change in the drug mass fraction inside the droplets, rather than
changes in droplet size or distribution. The transient was found to originate inside
the expansion chamber. We propose that this effect may be a major contributor to
low delivery efficiency in PMDIs, and have important implications for oropharyngeal
deposition and inhalation technique. This highlights the importance of expansion
chamber and nozzle design on the structure of PMDI sprays, and indicates areas of
focus that may lead to improvement in drug delivery outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Accurately predicting drug delivery from pressurised metered-dose inhalers (PMDIs)
requires an understanding of how the properties of the droplets and particles produced
by the inhaler vary throughout the duration of the spray (Stein, 2008). A large num-
ber of parameters are ultimately involved in determining the properties of a PMDI
spray (Smyth et al., 2006). Formulation chemistry, the geometry of the inhaler, and
the operating environment all play a role in determining the structure of the resulting
spray and the fate of the particles that are produced (Finlay, 2001b; Newman, 2005;
Traini et al., 2006).

Empirical studies (Polli et al., 1969) and models (Sheth et al., 2013) reveal the
role of design variables on the time-average fine particle fraction and mass-median
aerodynamic diameter. What is not presently well understood is whether the role of
these variables changes over time. A variable which has a modest overall effect on the
delivered dose may make a strong contribution at the beginning or end of the spray,
or it may make a modest but sustained contribution throughout the entire spray, and
these will arise from different physical mechanisms. Being able to unpack temporal
variations from the many other variables which contribute to PMDI performance may
aid in revealing the underlying causes.

The PMDI is a difficult device to temporally characterise because of the highly
transient nature of the spray. While many other aerosol and spray systems tend to
operate under mostly steady-state conditions, with the starting and ending dynamics
playing only a very minor role, the PMDI is effectively an entirely transient device
(Dunbar, 1997). As the metered dose is expelled into the expansion chamber and
through the nozzle orifice, the pressure, temperature and vapour fraction in the nozzle
are continuously changing (Finlay, 2001a).

The complex and evolving multiphase flow inside the device due to the flash-
boiling of the propellant results in an unsteady flow into the nozzle (Versteeg et al.,
2006) that creates a wide range of coherent structures in the spray (Versteeg, 2017).
In the spray, mixing, entrainment and evaporation also cause rapid changes in the
velocity and spread of the spray (Clark, 1996) and the particle and droplet properties
(Alatrash and Matida, 2016). Whether the drug is in solution or suspension and
whether a cosolvent phase is present will alter the time scales of all these processes
and change the mechanisms by which they interact (Warren and Farr, 1995). Tran-
sient effects have been proposed to be significant drivers of drug delivery efficiency
(Dolovich and Dhand, 2011).

Experimentally investigating transient effects on drug delivery is challenging.
Post-hoc particle sizing devices such as the Andersen Cascade Impactor (Stein, 1999),
Next Generation Impactor and others (LeBelle et al., 1997) give a total integrated
measurement, and are are not intended to capture variations within a single spray.
High-speed imaging (Buchmann et al., 2014; Versteeg, 2017) and particle image ve-
locimetry (PIV) techniques (Crosland et al., 2009) reveal changes in the spread and
velocity of the whole spray, but do not capture the distribution of the drug particles.
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Phase-doppler (PDA) techniques (Alatrash and Matida, 2016) provide size distribu-
tion and velocity information about the droplets and particles, but this is a measure
of the total amount of delivered aerosol, rather than the drug distribution. All these
measurements are also limited to observations downstream of the nozzle orifice. Imag-
ing of transparent models (Versteeg et al., 2006) and X-ray imaging (Mason-Smith
et al., 2017) reveal the morphology of the flow inside the expansion chamber, but
not the drug distribution. Photon emission tomography techniques (Fleming et al.,
2011) provide a useful means of characterising the fate of the drug in-vivo, but do not
presently have the high spatial or temporal resolution required to observe the spray
when it first exits the nozzle.

It is well known that a significant fraction of the drug remains inside the device
after actuation (Traini et al., 2006) and this suggests that the drug mass fraction
in the aerosol may be varying independently of other droplet properties. The mass
fraction in the droplets at the nozzle sets the initial conditions for particle formation
and is thus an important but as yet poorly characterised parameter.

Recently, Versteeg (2017) have revealed rapid changes in droplet size and number
density in the early period of the spray via high speed imaging. Myatt et al. (2015)
have also shown several distinct transient phases in the development of the spray
velocity. This paper seeks to determine the role of such transients on the actual drug
delivery from the device into the spray plume. This requires a determination of the
relative role of transients occurring inside the expansion chamber, and in the region
of the spray close to the nozzle where droplet and particle formation are taking place.

X-ray fluorescence using synchrotron radiation has been demonstrated as an ef-
fective technique for quantifying the drug distribution in PMDI sprays (Duke et al.,
2015). This technique exploits the bromine atom in Ipratropium bromide (IPBr) as a
molecular tracer, allowing the drug mass distribution to be measured independently of
the propellant and co-solvent. Mason-Smith et al. (2016) have also shown that X-ray
radiography at lower photon energies can be used to measure the total line-of-sight
average density of a PMDI spray with high resolution using synchrotron X-rays. To
understand how drug mass fraction in the droplets varies throughout the spray, both
the total spray mass and the drug mass distributions must be measured simultane-
ously. However, the high photon energies required for the fluorescence technique are
only weakly absorbed by the spray (Kastengren and Powell, 2014), and this leads to
poor signal to noise ratio for radiography. In this work, we overcome this limitation
by using a combined X-ray elastic scattering and fluorescence technique to measure
the total spray and drug mass distributions simultaneously. The ratio of these two
measurements gives a novel means of determining the local mass fraction of drug in
the droplets as a function of space and time with high resolution.

A model PMDI test facility was developed to facilitate X-ray measurements both
near to the spray and inside the expansion chamber itself, enabling measurements of
the changes in drug mass fraction before and after the nozzle, and how these vary
through time. The performance of this facility was validated against a conventional
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PMDI. We observed stark variations in drug mass fraction throughout the spray,
with different phenomena contributing to different transient variations throughout
the duration of a single spray event.

2. Methodology

2.1. Formulations

In this study, formulations of IPBr in propellant HFA-134a were considered. IPBr
was chosen due to its ability to be delivered as both a solution and a suspension, and
its suitability as a natural tracer for the X-ray fluorescence technique. Details of the
formulations are given in Table 1.

For the solution formulations, a batch of pre-micronised IPBr (Vamsi Labs, India)
was prepared and dissolved in absolute grade ethanol (Fisher Scientific) with a trace
quantity of HCl to adjust the pH to improve solubility. This produced a concentrate
with 15.52 µg/µL IPBr which was magnetically stirred until completely clear. The
concentrate was further diluted during canister filling to achieve a final mass fraction
of 3.38 µg/µL.

For suspension formulations, the micronised IPBr was weighed on a precision
balance, and transferred to the canister by hand for filling. For all formulations,
a magnetic stirrer inside the canister kept the formulation homogeneously mixed
throughout the tests.

2.2. Modular PMDI nozzle facility

X-ray fluorescence measurements place a number of constraints and requirements
on the test facility that preclude the use of a conventional PMDI. The timing of the
metering valve actuation must be highly repeatable and precisely controlled, and the
device must be free of any sources of electromagnetic interference (such as solenoid
valves) that will interfere with the detectors. The temperature of the nozzle wall must
be precisely controlled to avoid icing over hundreds of repeated spray events. In order
to make measurements inside the device, optical and X-ray access to the expansion

Solution Suspension

Propellant HFA-134a
Canister temp. 26 ◦C
Vapor pressure 685 kPa abs.
Propellant mass fraction 85% 99.79%
Ethanol mass fraction 14.79% 0%
IPBr mass fraction 0.21% 0.21%
IPBr mass fraction 3.38 µg/µL 3.38 µg/µL
Liquid density 1.22 g /cm3 1.29 g /cm3

Table 1: Formulation properties.
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(a) Conventional PMDI nozzle facility. (b) Modular pneumatic PMDI test facility.

Figure 1: Comparison of chamber and nozzle geometry for (a) conventional PMDI nozzle and (b)
modular test facility.

chamber must be possible, and the spray must be contained in a chamber so as to
avoid deposition on the surrounding equipment. To meet all these requirements, a
specialised test facility was developed.

The new PMDI facility is shown in Figure 1b, as compared to a conventional
PMDI in Fig. 1a. The device consists of a metal 3D printed body with an integrated
heat exchanger, allowing precise control of the nozzle temperature. The nozzle orifice
is manufactured from a custom injection-moulded part which fits onto the front of
the expansion chamber, allowing the geometry to be modified and permitting X-ray
and optical access both inside and close to the nozzle. This also makes the facility
modular as the nozzle can be easily swapped out. This is essential for the X-ray
experiments, as over the course of many hours exposure to X-ray radiation damages
the plastic.

The expansion chamber is fitted with quartz windows on the front and back faces
to allow optical and high-energy X-ray access. The metering volume is replaced
by an air-driven fast-acting valve. The valve outlet is connected to the inlet line
(which simulates the valve stem) by an elbow fitting with an entry orifice that mimics
the metering volume orifice found in a conventional PMDI. This ensures that the
phase change which occurs as the fluid enters the expansion chamber is similar to the
conventional PMDI.

Pertinent geometric properties of the conventional and modular PMDI test facil-
ities are given in Table 2. The entry and exit orifices are the same diameter. Due
to engineering limitations the nozzle length is slightly larger, but within the typical
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range for PMDIs. The key difference between the two designs is the increased expan-
sion chamber volume of the modular PMDI. Smyth et al. (2006) have shown that the
depth of the expansion chamber plays an important role in the spray properties. For
this reason, we maintain the height and depth of the expansion chamber and only
vary the width.

Conventional Modular
PMDI PMDI

Nozzle diameter 0.33 mm 0.33 mm
Nozzle length 0.6 mm 1.2 mm
Expansion chamber height 7 mm 7 mm
Expansion chamber depth 2.6 mm 2.6 mm
Expansion chamber width 2.5 mm (dia.) 4.6 mm
Valve stem diameter 2 mm 2 mm
Valve stem length 10.5 mm 20.7 mm
Expansion chamber volume ≈ 60 mm3 113 mm3

Table 2: Geometric properties of the modular PMDI test facility as compared to a conventional
PMDI.

X-ray measurements require a large number of repeated spray events. For this
purpose, a large (200 mL) reusable canister was used to supply the formulation to
the test facility described below. It was agitated with a magnetic stirrer to ensure
a homogeneous formulation delivered to the nozzle. A small quantity of compressed
nitrogen (at 5 to 10 psi above the propellant vapour pressure) is added to the top
of the canister to overcome the pressure loss in the fluid line to the valve. The
canister was weighed during propellant filling in order to ensure consistency of the
formulation between runs. Magnetic agitation continued throughout the duration
of the experiments. The canister was thoroughly cleaned after each run to ensure
consistent dosing.

The modular nozzle was placed into a spray chamber fitted with X-ray transmissive
kapton windows, and a co-flow of dry nitrogen at 28 L/min (Lewis et al., 2016) was
blown around the nozzle through to simulate inhalation and clear the spray from the
chamber between measurements.

2.3. Experimental setup

The X-ray fluorescence and scattering experiments were conducted at the 7-BM
beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois,
USA (Kastengren et al., 2012). A detailed description of the experimental techniques
may be found in Duke et al. (2015) and Mason-Smith et al. (2016). Here, we give a
brief overview.

A simplified schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.
A collimated monochromatic synchrotron X-ray beam with mean energy 15 keV (1.0
% full width at half maximum bandpass) was focused to a 6 × 5 µm spot by a pair
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Figure 2: X-ray fluorescence and radiography experiment geometry.
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of Rh-coated X-ray focusing mirrors. The waist of the focus was aligned with the
centerline of the nozzle. The beam passed through the chamber, where some fraction
of the incident X-rays were absorbed by the spray. The transmitted beam was recored
by a PiN diode, from which the line of sight integrated density of all the fluid in the
beam path was measured. This line of sight integral is hereafter referred to as the
projected mass. For each species j in the formulation, it is the integral of the density
that species along the beam path in the z axis;

Mj(x, y, t) ≡
∫
ρj(x, y, z, t) dz (1)

For the radiography technique, the projected mass may be determined from the
transmitted beam intensity It by the Lambert-Beer law;

Mtot(x, y, t) =
−1

µ
log

(
It(x, y, t)

I0(t) · It(x, y, 0)

)
. (2)

The incident beam energy I0(t) was measured with a diamond photodiode. The
attenuation coefficient µ is given by the liquid composition and photon energy (Table
3). The effect of the ambient gas is normalized out at t = 0 and µ is adjusted to
account for the gas displacement (Mason-Smith et al., 2016). Since the transmission
is the product of the absorption in each species, the logarithmic relationship requires
that the total projected mass of the spray Mtot =

∑
Mj.

2.4. X-ray fluorescence

The small fraction of the incident X-rays that are absorbed by the Br atoms in the
drug result in the ejection of core shell electrons from a fraction of those atoms, as the
incident photon energy of 15 keV exceeds the K1s binding energy of Br. When the core
shell hole is filled, isotropic spontaneous fluorescent emission occurs, predominantly at
the Kα lines at around 11.9 keV. These lower-energy X-rays are recorded by a silicon-
drift diode placed at 58◦ to the incident beam (in back scatter mode) at a distance
of 140 mm from the beam focus. The detector discriminates the Br Kα photons from
the elastically scattered and weakly inelastic photons that are also scattered. Soller
slits were used to collimate the incoming radiation, reducing the number of elastically
scattered photons hitting the detector from other points along the beam path.

The count rate of Br Kα photons arriving at the detector within a given time
window is related to the projected mass of the drug by

MIPBr(x, y, t) =
ψIBrKα(x, y, t)

I0(t) · τf (x, y, t) · fd(If ) · fa(It)
. (3)

The coefficient ψ is a lumped calibration factor which accounts for all non-varying
parameters of the setup such as the solid angle subtended by the detector, the at-
tenuation coefficient of the fluorescing species, and the fluorescence efficiency of the
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selected emission line. The variable corrections are given as follows. τf is the trans-
mission of fluorescence photons due to re-absorption in the fluid medium between
the point of measurement and the detector. It is estimated using the total scattering
signal and the known attenuation of the spray and ambient gas at the Br Kα emission
energy of 11.9 keV (Duke et al., 2016), and is very close to unity in the spray (typi-
cally 98%). fd is the amount of time the detector is available to count photons (the
‘dead time’ correction). It is estimated using the method of Walko et al. (2011) as
a function of the detector count rate. The last variable correction is fa, the amount
of the incident beam absorbed by the fluorescing medium. It is estimated using the
simultaneously recorded radiography signal (eqn. 2).

The calibration constants were measured by scanning the beam across a capillary
tube containing the formulation diluted by 50%. Signal trapping and dead time
corrections were applied as the geometry of the sample was known a priori. Unlike in
the spray itself, where the variable corrections are small, the capillary tube absorbs
approximately 13% of the emitted photons and the scattering from the capillary
requires an approximately 15% dead time correction. A linear regression was applied
to the corrected data (R2 = 0.9961). The results are shown in Table 3 with their
uncertainties.

Solution Suspension

Attenuation coeff., 15 keV 1.770 1.900
incident energy, fluorescence cm2/g cm2/g
Attenuation coeff., 11.9 keV 3.441 3.713
Br Kα emission cm2/g cm2/g
Absorption coeff., 8 keV 11.671 12.607
radiography, modular PMDI cm2/g cm2/g
Br Fluorescence coeff. ψ 29108.8 counts-mm2/s/µg
measurement uncertainty 6% 10%
Elastic scattering calibration

slope φ1 [mm2/µg] 9.457× 10−4 1.018× 10−3

offset φ0 0.994061 0.992003
measurement uncertainty 2.4% 2.4%
Mean photon trapping 99.31% 99.28%
correction τf (in spray)

Table 3: X-ray absorption and fluorescence constants and calibration values.

2.5. X-ray scattering

A large-format PiN diode was also installed in the plane of the incident beam,
in a forward-scattering configuration at an angle of 153◦. This detector measured
the total amount of scattered radiation from the interaction of the X-ray beam with
the spray. As the scattering is measured against a zero background, it provides a
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high signal to noise ratio measurement of the total mass of fluid in the beam when
compared to the radiography measurement. The radiography data is useful inside the
device and for calibration purposes when the amount of material in the beam path is
relatively large, but gives only a weak signal in the spray itself due to poor absorption
at the high energies required for fluorescence.

The projected mass of the total spray obtained from the scattering intensity Is is
given by

Mtot(x, y, t) =

Is(x,y,t)
I0(t)

− φ0

φ1(q, λ) · τs(x, y, t)
(4)

where φ are linear calibration coefficients that relate the normalized scattering inten-
sity Is/I0 to the projected mass of scatterers in the measurement region for a given
incident wavelength and scattering angle. The background φ0 is determined by the
ambient environment and the scattering amplitude φ1 in the spray is a strong function
of the scattering angle

q =
4π

λ
sin θdet. (5)

At a mean photon energy of 15 keV, λ = 0.83Å and θdet = 27 ± 2◦ such that q =
7 ± 0.6 Å−1 and the coefficients φ are constant. Due to the large surface area of the
scattering diode, the scattering signal is smeared over a sufficiently wide range of q
such that the potential for constructive or destructive interference from diffraction
peaks is negligible. The variable correction in eqn. 4 is τs, the fraction of of elastic
scattered photons re-absorbed by the fluid medium. This term is solved by iteration
(Duke et al., 2016) and is close to unity at 15 keV. The scattering was calibrated
by correlation to the radiography data (eqn. 2). Results are shown in Table 3 with
associated uncertainties.

2.6. Sample size and uncertainty

Data were acquired for a duration of 2.8 s per spray, with a resolution of 5 ms. The
spray was actuated with an 0.1 s delay to obtain a background normalisation. The
pneumatic valve was actuated for 0.5 s, which gives a relatively long spray compared
to the conventional PMDI. This ensured that the internal pressure reached steady-
state conditions, and that the initial transient was fully captured.

A total of 39 measurement positions were recorded. N = 41 sprays per position
were recorded for the solution formulation, and N = 33 sprays per position were
recorded for the suspension. The nozzle was moved to the desired position by a
computer-controlled motorized stage, so that the fixed X-ray beam was positioned
at the desired location. The position is given relative to the center of the nozzle
orifice exit, which is denoted (x, y) = (0, 0). The spray was actuated by opening
the pneumatic valve via a remotely operated solenoid on the pneumatic line, and
a time-resolved sequence of measurements was obtained for one spray event. The
translation stage was moved to the next position and the process repeated in a raster
scan pattern.
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3. Results & Discussion

3.1. Validation of the modular PMDI facility

The larger internal volume of the modular PMDI relative to the conventional
PMDI results in the transient time scales of the spray being longer, as the chamber
takes longer to fill. In order to translate the results to a conventional PMDI and
demonstrate equivalence between the two, we introduce the characteristic time scale
t∗, which is the time that it takes for the pressure inside the expansion chamber to
reach 99% of the formulation vapour pressure. To estimate t∗, we developed a sim-
ple zero-dimensional model to calculate the pressure in the expansion chamber. It
is based on a homogeneous thermodynamic equilibrium assumption for the expan-
sion chamber, with adiabatic boundary conditions and a multiphase nozzle orifice
discharge model. Mathematical details may be found in the Appendix.

Values for t∗ are given in Table 4 and Figure 3a. We find t∗ to be approximately
proportional to the expansion chamber volume, as expected. The solution formulation
has a consistently shorter t∗ due to the presence of the co-solvent, which remains as
an incompressible liquid. It effectively reduces the volume into which the propellant
phase is flash-evaporating, reducing the time taken for the pressure to increase.

Conventional PMDI Modular PMDI

Solution 50.3 ms 107.3 ms
Suspension 60.8 ms 117.8 ms

Table 4: Non-dimensional time scales t∗ for the chamber pressure to reach the formulation vapour
pressure, estimated by thermodynamic modeling. Formulation properties are given in Table 1.

To validate the performance of the modular PMDI facility, X-ray radiography
measurements were performed on a conventional PMDI for the solution formulations
at a reduced photon energy of 6 keV. A Beskpak PMDI nozzle and canister were used,
with the same nozzle geometry as in Table 2 and Fig. 1a. The valve was actuated
with a solenoid plunger, as per Mason-Smith et al. (2017). The mouthpiece was filed
back to allow optical access to the exiting orifice, and warm water was circulated
behind the nozzle to avoid icing.

Figure 1b shows a comparison of radiography measurements (eqn. 2) taken 5mm
from the nozzle orifice (15 nozzle diameters downstream) at the spray centerline,
for HFA-134a solution formulations containing 15% ethanol cosolvent. The conven-
tional PMDI results are the ensemble average of 33 sprays, with the shaded regions
representing a 95% confidence interval on the mean. The horizontal axis is a non-
dimensional time after the actuation of the valve t0, in units of the characteristic time
t∗. The conventional PMDI (in blue) compares well with the radiography result from
the modular PMDI (red), with both reaching an equivalent peak projected mass of
approx. 10 µg/mm2 at t∗ ≈ 1. This indicates that the estimate of t∗ is accurate; the
peak density of the spray corresponds to the peak pressure in the expansion chamber.
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(a) Simplified thermodynamic model of pressure transient in both
the conventional PMDI and modular test facility with HFA-134a
propellant. The circles indicate the time t∗ at which the chamber
conditions reach steady state.

(b) Comparison of X-ray radiography of the conventional PMDI
spray to both radiography and scattering measurements in the new
modular facility. Measurements are taken at the nozzle centreline,
5 mm downtream.

Figure 3: Comparison of non-dimensional time scale t∗ and X-ray radiography measurements be-
tween the conventional PMDI spray and the modular test facility.
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The green curve in Fig. 1b represents the result from the calibrated elastic scattering
measurement in the new test facility (eqn. 4). The measurement agrees well with the
radiography data, but with smaller uncertainty due to the improved signal to noise
ratio.

3.2. Spatio-temporal variation in drug mass fraction

Simultaneous X-ray fluorescence and scattering measurements were conducted for
both solution and suspension formulations of IPBr in HFA-134a using the modular
test facility, as per Table 1. The first set of measurements were made just downstream
of the nozzle in order to capture the early development region of the spray. This was
repeated for 9 discrete y (transverse) positions spanning the full width of the spray.

Figure 4 shows time-resolved ensemble averaged measurements at x=0.5mm (1.5
nozzle diameters) from the nozzle exit. The horizontal axes in Fig. 4 are time relative
to the opening of the metering valve, given in both seconds and non-dimensional
timescale t∗. The vertical axis is the transverse position in the spray, where y = 0
is the centerline of the nozzle orifice. The colour scale represents the total projected
mass (eqn. 1).

Figures 4a & 4c show the total line of sight projected mass of propellant, cosolvent
(if present) and drug for the solution and suspension formulations. We observe that
solution formulations have consistently lower projected mass than the suspensions.
Figures 4b & 4d show the projected mass of IPBr only, from X-ray fluorescence.
These values are much smaller than the total spray projected mass, on the order of
100 ng/mm2.

The projected mass of the drug is higher for the suspension than for the solution.
This may be due to either differences in the overall spray density (Figs. 4a vs. 4c),
or changes in drug mass fraction in the droplets themselves. To investigate this,
we calculated the drug mass fraction as the ratio of drug density (Figs. 4b & 4d)
to total spray density (Figs. 4a & 4c). Little variation in drug mass fraction with
y (across the spray) was found, in agreement with prior observations (Duke et al.,
2015). Assuming the drug and the total spray mass are distributed along the same
z extent, integrating in the y axis therefore provides an average mass fraction across
the spray cross-section at any x position;

FIPBr(x, t) =

∫
MIPBr(x, y, t) dy∫
Mtot(x, y, t) dy

. (6)

FIPBr represents the ratio of drug mass to total liquid and vapour mass, averaged
along the beam path, and is given in units of parts per million (ppm). It should be
noted that since this is a ratio of masses, it is distinct from the more conventional
expression of drug concentration as mass per unit liquid volume. The concentration
can be recovered if the density of the liquid and vapour phase is known, i.e. using
radiography.
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(a) Solution formulation - total spray mass (b) Solution formulation - drug mass

(c) Suspension formulation - total spray mass (d) Suspension formulation - drug mass

Figure 4: Transverse space-time plots of (a,c) total mass from X-ray scattering and (b,d) IPBr drug
mass from X-ray fluorescence. Comparison between (a,b) solution and (c,d) suspension formulations
with HFA-134a propellant. The horizontal axis is time, and the vertical axis is the transverse position
across the spray. All measurements taken at X=0.5mm (1.5 nozzle diameters) downstream of the
orifice.
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For the data in Fig. 4 at x = 0.5mm downstream of the nozzle, the drug mass
fraction is shown in Fig. 5a. The coloured vertical dashed lines represent t∗=1, the
time at which the expansion chamber pressure reaches steady state. The black vertical
dashed line indicates the time at which the pneumatic valve closes and the expansion
chamber begins to empty. The horizontal dashed black line in Fig. 5 represents
the known mass fraction of IPBr in the canister, which was determined a priori by
weighing both the drug and the total quantity of liquid. The coloured bands indicate
the total uncertainty.

Fig. 5a indicates that the drug mass fraction is consistently less in the spray
than in the formulation in the canister. It starts near to 50% and asymptotes to
approximately 20% of the canister value at the end of the spray. The measurements
also reveal a consistent spike in mass fraction at the beginning of the spray, followed
by a monotonic decrease. Since the mass fraction accounts for changes in liquid
density due to dilution and evaporation, this indicates that the drug mass fraction in
the droplets themselves is decreasing as the spray evolves.

A significant fraction of the total dose in the spray is delivered in the first 100 ms,
when the spray is highly transient. The drug mass fraction is at its maximum when
the first liquid exits the nozzle, well before the expansion chamber reaches maximum
pressure (t∗ < 0.5). It is important to note that this spike in mass fraction does
not correlate with a spike in the density of the spray nor any impulsive change in
the qualitative structure of the spray, and as such it is effectively invisible to optical
measurement techniques. Figure 6 shows a sequence of volume illumination images
in the solution spray. The starting transient of the spray does not reveal any large
liquid structures, high density regions or transient spray breakup phenomena which
might otherwise explain the spike in mass fraction. However, the drug distribution
inside the droplets is changing rapidly.

A second possible cause of the transient spike in drug mass fraction is the ejec-
tion of drug from the expansion chamber left behind from the previous spray. While
this will inevitably contribute to the drug concentration transient, it cannot explain
the phenomenon completely. The measurements shown in Figures 4-5 are ensemble-
averaged over hundreds of sprays. If the transient spike was entirely driven by recy-
cling of drug trapped within the expansion chamber we would expect to see the effect
increasing with time due to build-up of deposition. No such trends were observed in
the data; the phenomenon was consistently observed from the first to the last spray
as the canister was emptied. The magnitude of the transient spike is also insufficient
to compensate for the reduced drug mass fraction later in the spray. This suggests
that the solubility of the drug in the liquid is decreasing during the spray.

Figure 5b reveals what happens to the drug mass fraction further downstream,
at double the distance from the nozzle (1.0mm or 3 nozzle diameters). We see an
increase in the intensity of the mass fraction spike for the suspension formulation,
and little change for the solution formulation. These differences suggest that for
suspension formulations in particular, the leading edge of the spray is becoming highly
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(a) IPBr mass fraction at X=0.5mm (1.5 nozzle diameters) from
orifice.

(b) IPBr mass fraction at X=1.0mm (3 nozzle diameters) from ori-
fice.

Figure 5: Transverse averaged time-resolved drug mass fraction at two axial positions, comparing
solution and suspension formulations. The vertical dashed lines indicate the non-dimensional time
scale t∗ (coloured) and valve closing time (black).
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Figure 6: High speed image sequence of the starting transient for 15% ethanol solution formulation
and propellant 134a, in the modular test facility. Direction of flow is left to right.
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Figure 7: Estimated average quality of the spray over time as a function of distance from the nozzle
orifice (X) and formulation.

concentrated with drug and the remainder of the spray is becoming relatively lean.
The monotonic decrease in mass fraction is consistently observed for all conditions
and measurement positions, and may be driven by processes occurring inside the
device. However, the differences between formulations vary with distance from the
nozzle and may be driven by processes occurring in the first few millimetres of the
spray.

There is little difference between the suspension and solution formulations for the
fluid exiting the nozzle (Fig. 5a). Differences in MIPBr (Fig. 4b vs. 4d) may therefore
simply be related to the vapour fraction of the fluid exiting the nozzle; more liquid
results in higher projected mass but similar drug mass fraction. To investigate this,
we make an assumption that the spray is approximately axisymmetric, i.e. the extent
of the spray in z (parallel to the beam) is similar to that in y. We can then estimate
the radius r(x, t) of the spray, and from this we can estimate the average density ρm
of the spray in a circular cross-section and estimate the local quality χ(x, t) (vapour
mass fraction) with an uncertainty of approximately 10%;

ρm(x, t) ≈
∫
Mtot(x, y, t) dy

πr(x, t)2
, (7)

χ(x, t) =
mvap.(x, t)

mtot(x, t)
=
ρl − ρm
ρl − ρv

. (8)

Here, ρl and ρv are the equilibrium mixture liquid and vapour phase densities for each
formulation.
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The estimated average quality data are shown in Figure 7 for both formulations
(indicated by colour) and as a function of distance from the nozzle (indicated by
dash style). Within 0.3 nozzle diameters of the orifice exit, both formulations have
an average quality during the spray close to that predicted by the thermodynamic
model (see Appendix). The differences between formulations correlate well with the
variations in MIPBr. This suggests that the primary driver of differences in absolute
drug mass between formulations is the amount of liquid and vapour. Regardless of
formulation, the liquid phase is a far more effective carrier of the drug than the vapour
phase.

Within 3 nozzle diameters (1 mm) of the orifice, the quality in Fig. 7 approaches
unity, indicating near-complete evaporation of the propellant. Although the droplet
number density is high, the mass fraction of liquid is small. Given the average velocity
of the spray in this region is on the order of tens of metres per second, this suggests
that the fluid is undergoing flash-evaporation on time scales of the order of 100 µs,
rather than conventional shear-driven atomisation.

The suspension formulation has a relatively steady quality while the metering
valve is open, while the solution experiences an increase in quality over time, and
this effect grows as the spray travels downstream. This transient spike in quality
partly cancels out the transient spike in drug mass, leading to a relatively flatter
mass fraction over time (Fig. 5b) for the solution as compared to the suspension.

The variations in quality explain some of the differences in absolute projected mass
between formulations, but do not explain the rapid decrease in drug mass fraction
from the start to the end of the spray. This further supports the hypothesis that the
mass fraction variations are occurring inside the device rather than in the spray.

3.3. Effect of the expansion chamber and nozzle orifice on drug mass fraction

To investigate the nature of the mass fraction transients inside the device, we
performed measurements inside the expansion chamber behind the nozzle by passing
the X-ray beam through the quartz windows on the front and back faces of the
modular PMDI facility’s expansion chamber.

Due to the presence of the nozzle wall, the elastic scattering technique is ineffec-
tive inside the device, and a conventional radiography measurement is instead used.
While the quartz windows absorb a significant fraction of the incident radiation, the
large path length of liquid inside (4.6 mm) yields a strong absorption signal, en-
abling a radiography measurement of the average projected mass of the formulation
behind the nozzle. The fluorescence signal can still be made inside the nozzle, as
the polycarbonate nozzle insert is thin and has relatively high transmission at the Br
K-edge.

Corrections were made to account for both the absorption of the fluorescence in
the polycarbonate and the reduced solid angle due to the vignetting effect of the
nozzle body on the emitted radiation. These corrections are typically 15% of the
measured intensities. They are constant and are determined from first principles. An
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additional correction was made for self-absorption of the signal by the liquid in the
nozzle and the near field of the spray. Unlike the measurements made in the spray,
the self-absorption correction is no longer negligible, and is on the order of 2%. These
corrections slightly increase the uncertainty.

Figure 8 shows the differences in drug mass fraction both inside the expansion
chamber (magenta) and in the spray (black) for both solution and suspension formu-
lations of IPBr. We observe that the initial spike in mass fraction occurs inside the
device as well as in the spray. The spike arrives earlier inside the device due to the
time delay associated with displacement of the air in the nozzle.

Figure 8 also reveals key differences between formulations. For the solution (Fig.
8a), the mass fraction in the spray tracks the values in the chamber until t ≈ 2t∗,
after which the measurements diverge. The divergence occurs while the metering
valve is open, so the effect is not due to a drop in pressure. This divergence correlates
with a sudden increase in spray quality (Fig. 7). This suggests that the state of the
fluid inside the chamber is changing, resulting in a larger amount of vapour exiting
the nozzle. Given that the cosolvent is unlikely to evaporate under the conditions in
the chamber, we hypothesise that phase separation of the propellant and cosolvent
is causing both the cosolvent and the drug to be trapped in the expansion chamber.
Further measurements are required to validate this.

For the suspension (Fig. 8b), the internal and external mass fractions track each
other until the moment the inlet valve closes. This suggests that the spike in mass
fraction is determined primarily by the state of the propellant, while loss of drug
mass fraction in the nozzle is determined by the pressure drop across the nozzle.
Thermodynamic and fluid mechanical effects inside the nozzle play a critical role in
determining the drug-carrying capacity of the propellant.

The results in Fig. 8 show the drug mass fraction rather than the overall density of
the liquid. To give these results broader context, Fig. 9 compares the total projected
mass Mtot both inside the expansion chamber (magenta) and in the first 1.0mm of
the spray (black). These data are ensemble averaged and spatially averaged in x and
y. Solution formulations are indicated by thin lines and suspension formulation by
thick lines. We note that the projected mass inside the expansion chamber is double
the projected mass measured in the first 1.0mm of the spray, due to flash-evaporation
of the propellant. We also observe a decrease in the projected mass of the solution
while the valve is open due to internal phase change (Fig. 7).

Figure 9 reveals that for the solution, the variations in projected mass originate
inside the expansion chamber and are not caused by changes in the nozzle. This
suggests that phase sepearation between the propellant and less volatile cosolvent
inside the device itself may explain the reduced liquid mass fraction and much of
the reduction in drug mass fraction exiting the nozzle. Conversely, the suspension
measurements are dominated by phase change occurring in the nozzle due to the
absence of the co-solvent.
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(a) IPBr mass fraction for solution formulation.

(b) IPBr mass fraction for suspension formation.

(c) Internal mea-
surement region.

(d) External mea-
surement region.

Figure 8: Spatially averaged, time-resolved drug mass fraction measurements (c) inside the expansion
chamber and (d) 0.5mm into the spray.
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Figure 9: Spatially averaged, time-resolved total spray mass inside the expansion chamber (purple)
and during the first 1.0mm (3 nozzle diameters) in the spray (black). Solution formulation (thin
lines) is compared with suspension formulation (thick lines).

4. Conclusions

We have performed a series of X-ray fluorescence and scattering measurements
on a PMDI analogue. We demonstrate that this facility behaves equivalently to a
conventional PMDI according to a non-dimensional characteristic time scale associ-
ated with the pressure rise in the expansion chamber. By measuring the ratio of
fluorescence from the drug only to total scattering from the fluid exiting the nozzle,
we demonstrate a novel means of making a drug mass fraction measurement with
high temporal and spatial resolution.

The results reveal a strong spike in drug mass fraction at the start of the spray.
Approximately 20% of the total cumulative dose is delivered in the first 0.1 s of
the spray, the amount of time it takes for the expansion chamber pressure to reach
the formulation vapor pressure. As the leading edge of the spray will encounter
drag against the ambient air and will experience less entrainment than the droplets
which follow later, this rapid drop in drug mass fraction may be a major factor in
oropharyngeal deposition and overall efficiency of drug delivery.

We found that the drug mass fraction in the droplets immediately upon exiting
the nozzle consistently peaked at approximately 50% of the known mass fraction in
the canister, and dropped to approximately 20% of the canister value by the time
the metering valve was closed. The effect of a temporal spike in drug mass fraction
is a wave of drug-rich droplets at the leading edge (front) of the spray plume. This
is conceptually illustrated in Fig. 10a. As the liquid phase evaporates, the drug
mass fraction will increase. For suspensions in particular we observed an increase
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(a) Early spray transient (t < 2t∗) (b) Late spray transient (t > 2t∗)

Figure 10: Conceptual sketches of the proposed mechanism for (a) early stage and (b) late stage
transient variations in droplet drug mass fraction. The spray plume is not shown to scale.

in the leading-edge mass fraction of the spray when measuring further downstream.
The variation is amplified by entrainment diluting the trailing edge of the spray, and
by deposition in the expansion chamber reducing the drug mass fraction exiting the
nozzle as time progresses (Fig. 10b).

These changes in drug mass fraction occur due to a complex interplay between
thermodynamic and fluid-mechanical effects inside the device and in the first millime-
ter of the spray. The transient spike in drug mass fraction is driven by a combination
of effects including ejection of drug deposited in the expansion chamber from the
prior spray, changes in the quality (vapour mass fraction) of the formulation exit-
ing the nozzle, and continuous changes in the solubility of the drug as the state of
the fluid in the expansion chamber changes. The mechanisms which dominate early
spray formation depend on the formulation and the rate of evaporation. By 3 nozzle
diameters (1mm) from the nozzle, the spray is almost entirely evaporated, suggesting
that rapid flash-evaporation processes (rather than conventional shear-driven spray
breakup processes) determine the initial state of the spray plume.

For solution formulations with 15% ethanol cosolvent, the spike in mass fraction
is moderated by changes in the quality of the liquid exiting the nozzle, which changes
continuously. This suggests that phase separation in the expansion chamber may play
an important role. The nozzle has little effect on these transients effects; behaviour
both upstream and downstream of the nozzle are strongly correlated. This suggests
that the design of the expansion chamber, stem and metering valve drive the drug
mass fraction in a solution spray.

For suspension formulations, we did not observe the continuous changes in liquid
quality and density that were observed for the solutions. Rather, the pressure drop
across the nozzle play a critical role in determining the drug mass fraction in the spray.
Since most of the drug will be transported by the liquid phase, the flash-evaporation
in the nozzle and early region of the spray ultimately determine how much of the
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suspension remains in the device, and how much will end up in the spray.
This work reveals the critical role that device design plays in drug delivery effi-

ciency. A significant fraction of the potential dose is lost inside the device before the
spray forms. Modifications to the metering valve orifice, stem, expansion chamber
and nozzle will therefore alter the transient properties of the fluid exiting the nozzle,
and this may ultimately lead to significant and beneficial changes in drug distribution
in the spray.
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Appendix - a simple thermodynamic model to estimate the characteristic
transient time scale of a PMDI

In order to estimate the pressure in the expansion chamber as a function of time,
we develop a simple zero-dimensional model which assumes that the fluid in the
expansion chamber is homogeneous such that the composition at the exit orifice is a
mass-weighted sum of the internal formulation state. We define the mass state vector
inside the expansion chamber

m = [mpmcma]
T (9)

where mp is propellant mass, mc is cosolvent mass and ma is the mass of air in the
chamber.

The properties of the propellant and cosolvent are determined by NIST REFPROP
thermodynamic lookup tables (Lemmon et al., 2007) as a function of pressure and
enthalpy. In this simple model we assume that the expansion process is adiabatic and
thus the propellant enthalpy is constant. The air is assumed to behave isothermally
due to the short resident time scales and its state is estimated using the ideal gas
equation.

The rate of change of mass in the expansion chamber is determined simply by a
mass balance between inflow from the metering valve and outflow through the nozzle
orifice;

dm

dt
= ṁi − ṁo. (10)

For the inflow mass from the metering valve, the state of the formulation in the
canister is known, and the flow rate is

ṁi = miCd,iCt(t)Ai
√

2ρf∆Pi

/
|mi| (11)

where Ai is the metering valve’s orifice area, ∆Pi is the pressure drop from the
formulation vapor pressure to the current expansion chamber pressure, and ρf is the
density of the formulation mixture. The throttling coefficient Ct(t) is used to define
whether metering valve is open or closed. It is unity when the valve is open and
zero when it is closed, and ramps up and down linearly between the two. To match
our experiments we set the opening and closing ramp times to 10 ms, and the total
opening duration to 500 ms.

Following the approach of Finlay (2001a) and Gavtash et al. (2017), phase change
across the inlet metering valve is assumed to be cavitation-like, with a core-annular
liquid-vapour mixture acting to choke the flow through the nozzle. We therefore
estimate the discharge coefficient using the classical model of Nurick (1976);

Cd ≈ Cc
√
Keff (1− AR4) , (12)

Cc ≈ 0.62 + 0.38AR3 (13)
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where Cc is the area contraction coefficient, AR is the area ratio between the orifice
and the stem, and Keff is the effective cavitation number;

Keff =

{
(Pmax − Pv) /∆P Keff ≤ Kc

Kc Keff > Kc

(14)

Kc is the critical cavitation number which typically has a value of 1.5 < Kc < 1.6
depending on the fluid.

For the outlet orifice, the flow is more complex than the inlet orifice. X-ray phase
contrast measurements by Mason-Smith et al. (2017) indicate that the cavitation-
like core-annular model with liquid at the centre, such as that used by Gavtash et al.
(2017) and proposed by both Dunbar (1997) and Finlay (2001a), may not be suitable.
This model yields velocities in excess of 120 ms−1, over twice that observed in the
spray. Mason-Smith et al. (2017) suggests that the flow in the nozzle is a bubbly
mixture rather than core-annular. The sound speed in bubbly mixtures can be very
low. We hypothesise that bubble compressibility effects may be choking the flow
through the orifice. For the outlet nozzle, we use Landau’s model (Prosperetti, 2015)
to estimate the sound speed in the propellant;

ap =
hlv ρv

ρl
√
cp,lT∞

(15)

where hlv, cp,l and T∞ are the latent enthalpy, liquid specific heat capacity and up-
stream temperature respectively. We estimate the average sound speed of the mixture
in the exit orifice to be the mass weighted sum of the propellant-cosolvent mixture
and the air;

ao ≈
(

(mp +mc) ap +ma

√
kaRTa

)
/|m|. (16)

Here ka, R and Ta are the specific heat ratio, ideal gas constant and temperature of
air. We find that ao is typically in the range of 30 – 60 ms−1, much closer to the
range of typical velocities seen in a PMDI spray.

To solve ṁo we first estimate the bulk velocity of the flow through the outlet
orifice using the discharge model;

Uo ≈ Cd,o
√

2∆Po/ρm (17)

where Cd,o is determined by eqn. 12, ρm is the mass-weighted average density in the
expansion chamber, and ∆Po = P −Pa. We then require that the average velocity of
the mixture determined by the simple discharge model not exceed the mass-weighted
sound speed, such that

ṁo =

{
m sgn (∆Po)Cd,oAo

√
2ρm∆Po

/
|m| Uo/ao ≤ 1

ρmaoAo Uo/ao > 1
(18)
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We solve the ordinary differential equation of eqn. 10 as an initial value problem
using the Euler method. At each time step, the pressure in the expansion chamber
is calculated as a function of the mass fractions and the expansion chamber volume
V . We assume the cosolvent is incompressible, so the remaining volume V −mc/ρc
is occupied by air and the expanding propellant. When ma > 0 this is solved by
iteratively equilibriating the pressure-density relationship of the propellant (from the
lookup table) with the air. As ma → 0 we determine the density as a function
of the available volume (ρp = mp/ (V −mc/ρc)) and use thermodynamic tables to
interpolate the pressure.

Some example results are given in Figure 11. The nozzle velocities and time
scales predicted by the model agree well with qualitative observations and X-ray
measurements (§3.2). While the model does not capture the full complexity of the
flow inside the device, it captures the pressure rise sufficiently well to make an accurate
estimate of the chamber filling time. Many of these complexities have only a weak
influence on t∗.

Figure 11: Sample results from the simple thermodynamic model for a conventional PMDI, showing
(a) the reducing quality of the mixture exiting the chamber with time and (b) the effect of low sound
speed on the choking of the exit orifice.
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